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The subject for investigtion was chosen because of the need for a

schliran system for the axi-symietrical.l wind trnml opemted under Mvaal

Ordnce Contract 16498, Tuk UTX-2-A, at the Defense Research Laboratory,

The kWyversity of Texas. The system is required to have good snaitivity

and relatively high xification, yet rmin ccaWt and simple an possible.

By the use of les the systm is of the siugle pass type which gives a

fairly hIb ligt int4msity for pphy *vrm after the light bas been

mmochrmtized. A single pm systm rui'es olq a single path optic

beach which sa be readily adapted and easily adjusted to any wIxA tumi.

i£stallation.

In contacting various wind tuml insts,3ations throuhout tke

Wited States, it ,s discovered thst mst of them used the conventlonal

ispaboli-suirror te .cbUeren systm which is usually quite large and

expensive.

Ths le s type systma is desiged to be used with L wind tAnel with

a wmul field of vtev, that is, a tumnel having a test section of ma

height and lIeath. The system is by mo a tb best tUp bt is sAmble and

of fairly good qTuJJity. -

Acknowvl*dpt is prtfuly extended to Mr. William H. Shutt* aMa

gr. Joha L. Harkness for their valIble counsel; and to Mr. Emett r. Hawley

and Mr. Albert P. Bamlson for construction in the machime shop.
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:MM Or SCELIWI BTID

\1Uerwn oes fra the Grmn word "I1i-r" -sed in glass technology

to dt- : zbe Otresk or striation in which the refractive index differs from the

value L the surroimding field.

"'Its hblieren apparatus is an optical instrmnt that is used in the

study of sup.' on -c flow haenmam . With this intrumett photographs are taktn

in rhlch the pm.etmrn and intensity of the light and dark areas %re a mesure

of the density graienta in the field of view," (Ref. ).

I theory it is sometimes possible to use schlieren system to quanti-

tatively mesure the density gradients in the flay, but there are usually

practical difficulties in this, and in aerodynaics they ar most c :osal.y

used to shay the positto1s and shapes of regions of shock waves and in

bow4A&7-layers and vakes (Ref. 7).

The best-known achliere methods s thi Toepler systea and direct-

shado techniqe, which is usuall attributed to Dvorsk; both vere developed

in the secoad bael of the 19th century. Tha ccmplete history and developsont

of theme different t~yes of schlieren systems are discussod in Referenc 5.

Such methods are of great assistance in building up a phyiical understanding

of the flows ad enable a relativel.- large field to be examized rapidly and

without the introduction of the disturbsnces produced by exploring instruments.

Whe used in con,1amtion ith high speed pbotograpby they are also valuable

for observing and recording unsteay flows, (Ref. 7).

I The principal elements of the Toeop3er soblieren method using lenses are

~j show' in Figure 1. The follaving is the theory of the soi.iren system a

explained by Lielnn and Puckett, (Ref. 9). The light from a lamp is condensed

U1
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b ra lens to a knife-edp which acts as an adjustmat for the Intensity mid

farw a slit which is the effective light soure, K1 . 7Te liat from the

SoUrcet K1, falls on &,lens L;which produces parallel lit. The subject

to be oxminedfor instame a cross section of a wind t=ewl, is located at 8.

bch point of Z receives lijt from all points of th light source , and is

thwor mifoaly illusiiated. Light asses through S, and falls upm the

lens L2, which the coverges the Ui~t. The lui. Lj then receives the light

Iand forms an im. of 8, at I, which xy be an obtervation screea or photo-

pujpkic plate. PW placing a knife-edge in the focal plans K2, at the focal

point af le L2 1 a fraction of the Ima. of the source is out off so that

I cly part of the ligt reaches the screen. If the density in the flow field

is unifom across plons aorm.l to the direction of the liat, the screen

darkeas umiforaly as the knife-ed&W is moved across because the imes of the

i source, associated with the lgt passing through Irtividual region* of the

flow fiA, are coinlident .t X2. If the knife-edp is introduced into the

I li t path a f or behin t foal point K, th I I p wl t darken

uaifomly, but the shadow of the knife-edge will appear. At the focal point

of les L2,, and at no other polat along the optical axis., does a point receive
ligkt frcs all points of 8 .

jis uniform arkening gf I supposes that all light rays froa 8, pass

throug K2 , that is, no deflectin of light occurs in pasaing through 8. If in

the flaw there is a density gdient norml to the direction of the light, the

ba Is deflected taxds the region of hiber density because the light travels

m slowly where the density is groater. If the rays through a particular
point are i"va a Smal aUl deflectim, the fractiou of this ray intercepted

by the knife-edge is not the as that for un'eflected rays.



In Figure 2, the rays from F2' haye been deflected inward and leas

light escpes the knife-edpe. Therforo, when the rs of light are brouht

to focus seain at I, the illiaistion of that point will be greater or Less,

depending an the direction of the deflection.

The asblieren mtha depends upon the principle that the illumination

of a point in the imgp is due to the -11 deflection of the rap as they

are refracted passing through the subject end detected by the knife-e de.

Such a al deflecticn my be caused by a density gradient in the air. The

areas of equ5l illumlnation in the im4p I, correspon to areas of equal

deflection of the light rays, and hence to ares of equal density radi st in

the flow field, S. The knife-*d Intercepts only rays daflActed perpendic-

ular to Its edgu therefore, the system is sensitive ony to the cmponst of

the density gradient in that direction. By rotating the knife-edge about

tkae optical axis, the eansity gradient in awy plane perpendicular to the

axis my be measured.

If the ligtt source Is w a the distance from the subject 8, to

the focal point of lens L2 , Is lArp, & very sml angular deflection of tbo

light rays ny produce a larp obsup in illumintion at I. e sawitivity

of the schleren system is wasured by the propotioal csn in illu il tion

of the imp for z given angular deflection of the light rays. 7erafore, the

effect of iacrea ing the size of the ligtt @owe* and reducing the distane

between the subject 8 , and the focal point of lAms L2, Is to decreaAs the

seitivity of the system.

Tk. senitivity of the system my be increased by dcrating the slit,

that is, to insort t-te imif-e-dge fr - r into the focal point, K, in

Figure 1. The result is a greater illumimation difference in the field.

ioiever, the total lluimation of the field is also proportionsl to the slit
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width sad beecms darker as the kzife9 edf is Inserted. For a dasirable iMP

the knife-edg in inserted until the desired usaiti'ity is obtained, but sot

to far tht the aversp 41lvoitima of the fi*e becoms too low.

A single straight knife-edge is scmmtizes used but a double knlfe-el

leyves only a irrow open slit cutting out all stray li4t. In the case

vhee a doable knafe-edg is used and the liSt source imp is completely

obscured b the knife-edge, only density gradients iarpr than sow particular

value will defl*ct the light ras sufficiently to register on the screen.

The Imag on the screen will appear as a sing e contour li along which the

density gradient is constant, if the litt sw=e ixe is very snll, of the

sas order as the vidth of the i knife-vdp slit.

Varima leas ara m y be used to produce the schlieren effect.

However, at the presnt time spherical or parabo-Lic mirrors are rfe-Ile to

lens. Tlxee resasa for the preferance are: (i) inhomneities in the gla

cause ts light to &ctter, where"s in mirrors the light never enters the

glassj (2) refraction in glass for lit of different mave lengths causs

chromtic errors, wahreas in mirrors this is eliminated for the san reason

as stated in (1); and (5) accurat large lenses ar *ware difficult to construct

than large mirrors.

In the design of this all-lns sholieren system most of these disadvantages

have been ell-'ited since the sygtm ls mall ad requires ovtly samlI asea

which are available with good optial quality at relatively mall cost. The

advantage of this system is its cmpactriess coupled with good swaitivity and

I
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CRAPT II

DBION O' ALL-LB SCHL D SYST

I. OI'ICAL DSION C' SYMT

In the design of the optics, the features to be obtained were

(1) good sensitivity, (2) good nification and (3) shortest possible

optical path.

The distance between the lamp and the condensing lenses, s" well as the

distance between the light source knife-edge and the condenaing lenses is set

by the focal length of the condensing lenses. In the sam manner the distance

between the knife-*dge and the first field lens is set by the field lens focal

length.

The distance between the camers lens and the image knife-edge was

arbitrarily chosen as 2 inches. The reminder of the distances are calculated

from basic lens equationh and substitutions made to obtain the desired

features. The subscripts 2 and 3 refer to lenses 12 and L3 , respectively, and

u is the subject distance, v is the imp distance, and f is the focal length.

F io basic optics,

1 1(273- + - 0- (1)u 2  v 2  f

--- *'- (2)

From Figure 3, the relation below can be vritten:

S a f 2+2-v (5)

6

1*
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RearrainiD eqition (1),

Y2 U

To find Y3, as a fmction of f3' u,2. and f2 , equatio (2) and (:)

are combin

1 1- 1
f 2-Yv " f3

Frca which

Rerr' r d in terms of Y,

(f 2 42. -N.2a)+tu 2 -fV,(6

Nov v3 , is obtaied as function of u2 , f 2 , ad a, where a is the

mag4ification of the eculete s ystm. The anifloatio of the second field

len for u2 > fx 'a

v2

2u2

a the magilfication for the caera lm is

By definition the totx'J mgnification is

Mm - -15 V - (7)
,u

a......~v
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For u2~ < f2 &Wa ,+M+ > f~ thie saVitication for thie scond field lens is,

"2

JaW the m itioatico for the cara lens is

By deflition *Ain tbe total xapificatioa is

1(8)

By ccubining equati,-a (3) ~md (4)

whioh cm be writt n

2 f2 2 " - - - - -(9)

8bstitut± *quatiom (9) into equation (7) or (8)

f2  3

a rect \ f2 V3

(2u(N_2f 2 _f 2 ,

which reduces to

3 f 2 2 2(f2* '2 (10)
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ELiminating v3 In equations (6) and (10),

~ f 2  
2 -2U2 )+f3 ui2 -' 2f), z(U)f

Solving for f3 in equation (11),

( 2

By assuming u,2 as 20 inches for xood sensitivity and f2 as 9 inches,

the focal length of a lens already available, a plot can be mde of

m versus fI" This is shown In Figure 4. A doubla concave lem with

a -7.87 inch focal length was choen as the camera lens since it was

available. From the curve in Figure 4, it can be sa that this gives a

mapIfication of 2.75, which wil be sufficient enlargement of the imam.

Sustituting f 2 a 9 inches ead u2 - 20 inches, back into equation (i),

v2 my be found

1. 1 1

v 2  f2 u2

v2 - 16.56 inches

In order to find v3 , the distance from the camera lana to the ground

glass screen or photographic plate, v2 - 16.56 laches and f2 9 inches are

substituted back inLo equations (3) and (2)

u) f f2+2-v2

(3)
U 3 -5.50 inches



(2)
v,, 18.26 izu..esI3

Figure 5, Shms the compte optical desip of the system. To produce the

arallel 1it through the vind tl ma., the first field lerAis located -t

the fooal-lmgth distnce frm the ligxt source knife-edys. The &Istance

Ibetwes the first field lens and the win tunnel is variable but WoI d be

kept saU to rduoe atigmtic errors caused by nonaralll 1,10t.

I
I
I
I
i
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XI. MXMMBNIrAL DtES6IOF SYST34

Li~t Source. The ochlieren Light source constitutes owe of the mmin

ccponemts of the schlJ.eren systeu. This light source consists of a mercury

vapor lasp, a pair of coaden Ing lens and a knife-edge, distinuiWhed as the

ight source knife-edge. The light emitted by the knife-edge is the effective

light source as considered by the remining ompo uxt of the systm.

A Gener.l ]Electric A-H6 water cooled mercury vapor lAmp rated at

1 000 tte iS moutnted horizontally at the rer of th* light source canprtment.

IThe A-B6 laW is approximtely 3k Inches overall and constructed of quartz

tubing with tungsten electrodes sealed into each end and extending through

Imercury pools into the lap. The light-protdluoi portion of tbe tube is

Iapproxiately 2 m lnsid* diameter by 25 = long.

me initial light output of the A-H6 law is 65,000 lumen. The mamim

illwdoation is 195,000 oasdlepower per square inch, which is almost twenty

time brighter then filamunt sources, and approaches the brightnes of hiJh-

intensity carbon arcs.

For the proper operatica of the Type A-l6 lamp, water must be pessed

over th* quartz tube fast enough to prevent formatioa of steA bubbles om its

surface. To accrrmpuh this, a tube is placed ar the lamp, with a very

=Li radial cleara se through which the water must flow. Because the cross

section of the water passage in restricted, sufficient velocity is obtained

to Irevent steam formatiou with input water teperatures up to 120°F. A water

flow of about 3 quarts per minute is reoomad in order to provide sufficient

latitude for sow fluctuation in water pressure. Water with a high electrical

coductivity my be unsuitable for cooling the A-H6 leap. The rpecifio resist-

I ance should be at least 4000 onms per cubic centimeter. Leakage current should

not exceed 50 ai mpere,, (Ref. 1).
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The power supply to the 1000 volt transformer required for the A-H6 lamp,

Iis provided with an ovrload fuse and a pre~sure switch vhich will break the

circuit if the cooling water pressure is below the minimm. Figure 6, shows

the electrical wid cooling circuit for the lamp.

The condensing limnsts for the light source are two inexpensive plano-

i] convex lames, 5 iu--,, in diameter with a 4.4-inch focal length.

g ie design of the knife-edga permits the blades to move the full width

of the opening, which provides for the insertion of a screen for the purpose

of focusing the lith source. By watching the imqp upon the screen ins-rtod

ir the kzife-e*d and adjusting the position of the lamp, a sharp image of

I the lamp can be obtained. For fine adjustment the knife-edge is provided with

a rotary mo-v-mnt about the optic axis. For obtaining the schlieren effect

in a different plane the knife-edge mu be rsaovd and rotated.

i Le entire light source assembly is housed in a 6-inch, thin 'walled

brass tube. Mhe A-E6 lamp is inserted in the tube from the side with the

Iwater and electrical connections protruding as shoun in Figure 7. The finned

i portion of t a back housing provides additioal cooling to prevent overbanting

and thus reduces the possibility of breaking the condensing leases. Adjustments

of the light source a-* provided in the lamp mounting thus giving both vertical

and horizontal movvent. The condensing lemsa are in a tixed position of

i 1'. inches from the lap along the optic axis and the knife-edge is in a fixed

position of 4.5 inches from the condenaing lenses.

ITo prevent the occurrence of chraatic er-.ore introduced by the use of

I the mercury lamp, a 4ratten type 50 gelatin filter it inserted immediately in

front of the light source knife-edge. The Wrazten type 50 filter, which transmits

light of 4360 and 4080 R, was selected since the A-H6 lamp is predominant in

t[ | these wavelengths as shown in Figure 8. The intensity of the source is reduced
'I

t
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by this filter, but in order to obtain onochromatic light, the intensity of

the light source mist be sacrificed.

.ield Lenses. The optic pieces, except for the field lens (a specially

ground lens), are relatively cheap lenses. The original optic piece, tested

as the first field lens, was striated, thus causing the light to be dispersed.

This lens wa of a short focal length. To replace it with a corrected lens

of the saaw focal length, a cost of $1500 was quoted. Since t~e purpose of

this optic piece vas to form the parallel light, any focal langth could be

use which was vithin reason and the longer focal lengths are mich easier

to correct. Accordingly, a corrected 5-inch lens with a 4C-inch local length

was obtained for $1l0 or 1/10 the price of the corrected short focal length

lens. Thus the distance between the light source and the first field lens

. was increased from 9 inches, as originally planned, to 40 inck. 3.

The second field lens, L2 , is a 5-inch uncorrected plans-convex lens

with a 9-iw-h focal length. Originally the first field lens was of the same

quality as the second field lens.

As shown in Figure 9, the field lensea are mounted JIi aluminum support

which provide rotation in two planes perpendticular to the optical axis. The

vertical ajustment is provided by thumb-screws on the lens holder, and the

longitudinal setting is accomplished by sliding the support along the optical

bench. The lens holders are equipped with removable covers which protect the

lens while the system is not in use.

Kmife-a!dMs. Both the light source knife-edge and the iage knife-edge

are of the same construction but the image knife-edge is mounted on a separate

pedestal which can be adjusted vertically. The knife-edge construction is

shown in Figure 10. 'Me knife-edges are raised or lowered by thumb-screws
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which are counter balanced by compression springs to insure positive movement.

A fine rotary adjustment about the optic axis is provided by opposing thub-

screws.

Schlieren photographs my be tahen of density gradients in a vertical

or horizontal plane by cutting the image in the respective plane. In order

to align the knife-edge slit 'vertically or horizontally, the knife-edge

assembly is unscrewed from the pedestal and replaced after rotating 900.

Camera. The camera desig is unique in tbat a double concavm lens is

urd to form the image, mking the camera unit only 18 inches long. The

usual camera lens is a convex lens and requires distances from 30 to 40 inches

to form an impg with sufficient magnification.

As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the camera is in two sections. The back

section, which holds the ground glass, is rectangular and the front section,

which holds the lens Lmd shutter, is cylindrical. The two sections can be

moved relative to each other to set the lens to screen distance and be locked

in place by nes of a split collar on the back section. The shutter is a

standard flex shutter with speeds of 2 seconds to 1/150 second. The ground

glass holder allows a 5x7 film pack to be slipped in place for photographing.

I
I'
I
I
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.III

OPERAT33IG ffOCZLURX

Or TE ALL-LIW SCHLIWJ STTXM

The following is the operating procedure for the use of the al-lena

schlieren system, as uzed in setting up all tests.

(1) The system is rolled into place and alevated by means of tbe

threse screw on each bech atAad until the optical axis is at the height of

the wind tunnel centerline.

(2) The inlet water hose is connected to the control box outlet and

the return water line placed in a drain.

(3) The water valve at the control box should be opened until the

pressure switch clicks, indicating the minima water pressure at which the

la)? will operate. water flow is then measured at the drain to ses if

it is above the ainimuz of 3 quarts per minute. This cut-off pmessiwe setting

my be chazged by adjusting the pressure switch.

(4) The power my now be applied to the lamp. If the lamp housing

becmis extremely hot, extra cooling should be provided by blowing air over

the finned portion of the housing.

1 (5) In focusing the light source the knife-edge is opened to the

j mxiwm aad an oclio skin paper ocremn inserted in the knlfe-edge plane.

Whie watching the screen, the maw) is adjusted until a sharp iage of the

I lAmp ' focused on the screen. Tbi paper screen can then bo roved and the

knife-edges closed to a slit of about 1/64-inch width. The slit-width

I partially determines the syste sensitivity and controls the light intensity.

124



(6) The first field lena is then set by measuring the exact distance

of 40 inches from the light source knife-ede to the center of the lens.

The lens is raised and rotated until perfectly aligned perpendicular to the

optic axis.

(7) The test vecton of the wind tunel my be any distance frx the

first field lens but is arbitrarily chosen as 5 inches. The distance from

the secmd field les to the test section is then set at 20 inches.

1 (8) The i=s knife-edW ia positiomed with the light source "On " by

moving tba pedestal almg the optic axis until the uaall.st, aarp inp

Sappears upon the closed, knife-edgm. The final positioning is dom by watching

the ground glass screen to see that the screen is uniforuly darkeni as the

knife-edies are moved in and out. The knife-dge slit my be partislly set

by ramiing the upper edge and allowing the lower edge to block half of the

imge. The final adiustunts of the edges mast be set with a density gradient

j in the test sectin so the desired sensitivity and light intensity will appeer

on the screen.

I (9) Te distance frcn the camra lens to the screen should be aet at

18.3 inches by sliding the cylindrical front section into the rectangular

back section. The cera lsa is set about two inches from the isupg knife-

edge or in a position so that a sharp isge of the test section will be

projected on the screen.

(10) In order to view the screen the cuera shutter is set on tim and

opened. Yor photographing, when using the filter on the light source, the

shutter speed is set from 1/50th to 1/150th second depending on the light

intensity. The aperture is set so the im co-ers the ccaplete screen or until

the desired portion of the test section appears on the screen.



CHAPrI IV

TTI AID RfXSMM

A tvo-dJirnitional, ccgtinuous-flaw wind tunel at nominal Vxch Numbers

of 1.9 and 3.7 wa used to test th. all-lens schleren system. The set up

of the schlieren system in the circuit of the two dimnnionl wind tunnel is

shown in Figure 12. t

Figure 13 hows the shock wave from a 30 dgrve cne at a MAch Zhnber

of 1.87, as calculated f cm the ratio of test section static pressure to

settling chamber pressure. The shock angle from the 30 degree cone indicates

a lzch Number of 1.87, as read from Dtiley and Wood (Ref. 6). Figure j14 sw

the shock wave from a 12 degree wedge at a calculated MWch Number of 3.5,

based on a pressure ratio of 0.0131. The masured shock angles from the

12 degree wedge indicate a test section Much Nmuber of 3.75, as read from

Duiley and Wood. As can be seen the calculated Mich Number is lower than

the Maeb Number indicated by the shock angles. An explanation of this would

be that week shock waves origimting in the nozzle cause the test seetion

static pressure taps to read slightly higher.

The shock wave from a quarter inch sphere at a Mach Number of 1.87

is shown in Figure 15.

The photographs using the all-lens schlieren system indicate fairly

good sensitivity aithouag less sensitive thun the photograph shown in

Figure 16, taken with a parabolic mirror scilieres. ystes. By the use of

accurute leoses throughout the enIs schlieren system, the sensitivity could

be increased considerably. The lens schlieren system does give & za pification

of the test section, while the mirror schlleren system actually damgmifies.
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It was founxi that the calculated positions of the schlieren components

were correct. Adjusting of the camera position each time the systen was set

up was necessary to obtain a sharp image of tJhe test section.

Variation of the light source knife-edge width showed a. marked variation

in the illu=ination of the image. 'When, a wide source slit was used the upper

and lower parts of the image would appear dark as shown in Figure 17. In this

case the image knife-edge would cut off these regions. By i.sing the narrc'west

slit possible and yet obtaining enough light intensity, an image of uniform

illumination may be obtained as in Figure 14. The same type of darkening of

the upper and lover parts of the image as shtva in Figure 17, would appear,

if the iazge knife-edge was not set exactly at the focal point of the second

field lens.

Figure 18 shows the test section with no flow. With this a comulrison

can be made of photographs taken at supernonic .. ow, thus making it possible

to distinguish the shock waves from the scratches on the glass window.

I Considerable diLficulty was encountered in running the continuous flow wind

tunnel in that oil would deposit on the tunnel vindows and cause the stream-

line effect as seen in Figure 13.

The effect of taking photographs with and without a filter is shown in

Figures 13 and 1, respectivey. Without a filter, Figure 19, the imW appears

in a hue of colors which will not focus ina sharp iage. A longer film

exposure time was required for photographing when using the filter to compensate

for a lower light intensity. The use of a Wratten type 77A filter instead of

the Wratten type 50 filter would give a much higher light intensity and sti).l

produce monochromaic light.

The critical adjustment of the system was the setting of the imge

kpife-edge slit. The slit width as well as the portion of the image cut off
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determined the sensitivity. The knife-edge must be set perfectLy at the

focal point of the secona field lens to give uniform darkening of the screen.

The trial a=1 error method was the only procedure found satisfactory for aetting

the knife-edge. At the low )&ch Number of 1.87, a suitable imge could be

obtained at several knife-edge settings, since the density gradients were

large, but with the sal.1 density gradients across a shock vave at %ch 3.75,

a very critical setting was required.

Future improvements of the system would include the use of better lenses

and a Wratten type 77A filter.
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